Gender differences in the perception of speech prosody and visual prosody in L2
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Introduction: Speakers vary speech prosody (hereafter prosody) and visual prosody (facial expression and body language) to attach emotional information to words [e.g., 3-6, 10]. The receiving party registers and recognises these emotions “by ears and eyes” [12]. Previous studies have examined gender differences in emotion recognition in L1. [1] and [2] found that women performed better than men in emotion recognition based on either facial expressions or body language, whereas [8] and [9] did not find such ‘female superiority’ in the recognition of facially expressed emotions. Relatedly, [7] analysed gender differences in emotional contagion, and found that women shared the targets’ emotional states more readily than men, although no distinction was made between body language and prosody. However, little is known about gender differences in the interpretation of emotional prosody and visual prosody in L2. [11, 12] found that L2 speakers need to be exposed to the language extensively to identify accurately emotions expressed via prosody [14]. Besides, past work typically used materials recorded by actors in a laboratory, limiting the implications of the findings on emotional recognition in real life. Further, there was hardly any research on the interpretation of emotionality (i.e. intensity of emotion) expressed via prosody and visual prosody.

In the present study, we examined gender differences in both recognition of types of emotion (e.g. anger, joy) and interpretation of overall emotionality expressed via prosody and visual prosody (e.g. the degree of anger) with L2 English speakers. For this, we used scenes selected from film adaptations of Jane Eyre. The emotions expressed in these particular scenes were determined by close reading of the parallel passages from the novel. Based on [1, 2] and the assumption of L2 transfer, we predicted that women would be more accurate in recognising emotions both from prosody and from visual prosody in L2. In the light of [10], we predicted that women would more readily perceive heightened emotion expressed via prosody and visual prosody than men.

Method: We conducted a perception experiment with proficient speakers of English with Dutch as their L1 (N = 30, 15 female). The participants rated the overall emotionality of the protagonists in two film versions of Jane Eyre in one session and identified the specific type of emotion in the other session. The participants were familiar with neither the novel Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë nor the films prior to the experiment. They were presented with 24 clips of the two film adaptations of Jane Eyre (1997, 2011); 12 of these were audio-only and 12 were image-only. They rated the degree of emotionality on a 5-point scale and identified the specific type of emotion from the perspective of each protagonist (Mr Rochester, Jane) separately by choosing 1 out of 3 options, namely sadness, happiness, and neutral.

Results: Linear Mixed Modeling revealed that the fixed factor gender did not have a main effect on the interpretation of overall emotionality. Neither was there a significant interaction between gender and the factor ‘modality (prosody vs. visual prosody)’. Chi-Square analysis was used to assess gender differences in the ability to perceive type of emotion. There was no significant effect of gender on the ability to recognise type of emotion from visual prosody but a significant effect of gender on the ability to recognise type of emotion from prosody (p = .035) with the female participants being more accurate.

Conclusion: The male and female Dutch speakers of English achieved similar scores in recognising emotionality expressed via prosody and visual prosody in English. The female speakers were more accurate in recognising type of emotions expressed via prosody, in line with predictions based on L1 transfer. However, the male and female speakers were similarly accurate in recognising type of emotions expressed via visual prosody, contra predictions based on L1 transfer. This finding suggests sensitivity to visual prosody in L1 does not necessarily help in L2, possibly due to larger L1-L2 differences in visual prosody than in prosody.
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